Athletes support personnel’s rights and responsibilities
Anti-Doping – Athlete Support Personnel’s Rights and Responsibilities

Athlete Support Personnel’s responsibilities include (but are not limited to):

- complying with the WBSC Anti-Doping Rules (in line with the World Anti-Doping Code);
- cooperate with the Athlete Testing Program;
- to use their influence on Athlete values and behaviour to foster anti-doping attitudes;
- to cooperate with Anti-Doping Organisations in the investigation process;
- tell WBSC and/or your NADO if you committed an Anti-Doping Rule Violation in the last 10 years;
- refraining from possessing a prohibited substance and/or method, administering any such substance or method to an athlete, trafficking, covering up an anti-doping rule violation (ADRV) or other forms of complicity and associating with a person convicted of doping (prohibited association). These are ADRVs applicable to Athlete Support Personnel under Article 2 of the World Anti-Doping Code and article 2 of the WBSC Anti-Doping Rules.

Athletes Support Personnel’s rights include (but are not limited to):

- fair hearing and to appeal the hearing decision in case of an Anti-Doping Rule Violation being asserted;
- data protection complying with the International Standard for the Protection of Privacy.

What WBSC recommends to you:

- download the Athlete’s Anti-Doping Rights Act to support your athletes;
- register and take a course suitable to you on the WADA ADEL platform;
- visit WBSC page about Anti-Doping;
- follow the WBSC pages on Twitter, Facebook and Instagram where will be published the main updates about Anti-Doping;
- contact antidoping@wbsc.org for any questions you may have.